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PROTECT YOUR POOL EQUIPMENT BY ENSURING  
PROPER WATER LEVEL

Failure to keep your water level right can result in damage to 
pool equipment. The Pentair® automatic water filler protects your 
investment by using simple, reliable float mechanisms to monitor 
and control the water level in your pool or spa. When water drops 
below a preset level, the unit meters in additional water until the 
proper level is restored. If water levels are too high, the built-in 
overflow will take the right amount of water out of the system.  
Other key features include:

Tough, corrosion and chemical-resistant ABS polymer 
construction for years of trouble-free service.

Compact seven-inch diameter design makes it easier to 
incorporate into new designs or renovations in both standard  
and vanishing edge pools.

All models are available with brass or plastic fill valves. Lid and 
matching rings are available in almond, gray, black or white.
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AVAILABLE FROM:

AUTOMATIC WATER FILLER

ABS polymer construction resists corrosion and harsh chemicals

Compact seven-inch diameter design fits any installation

Top ring available in white, black, gray and almond

PREVENT EQUIPMENT AND LANDSCAPE DAMAGE

Pentair® automatic water fillers are the latest in automatic pool 
and spa water level controls. Simple and reliable, with no need for 
electronic controls, they ensure that your water levels are right for 
safe pool and spa operation and enjoyment.

Available for standard inground and vanishing edge pools.

Prevents low water levels that can damage equipment.

Eliminates water waste and landscape damage that can result 
from overfilling pool.

Standard model can be equipped with either  
a Brass Valve or a Fluidmaster® Valve.

ALSO ASK YOUR POOL PROFESSIONAL ABOUT:

MagicFalls® Water Effects that transform your pool into a romantic 
oasis, a playful family water park or a breathtaking focal point. 
Choose from a variety of effects—sheet, curtain and rainfall, or 
arc sheet and rainfall—in straight, curved or customized shapes.  
Water effects are available in six finishes and different lengths for 
greater design freedom.

Discover the beauty and  
intrigue of falling water.
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